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ABSTRACT
Molecules and combinations of molecules are the natural commu-
nication currency of microbes; microbes have evolved and been
engineered to sense a variety of compounds, often with exquis-
ite sensitivity. The availability of microbial biosensors, combined
with the ability to genetically engineer biological circuits to pro-
cess information, make microbes attractive bionanomachines for
propagating information through molecular communication (MC)
networks. However, MC networks built entirely of biological com-
ponents suffer a number of limitations. They are extremely slow
due to processing and propagation delays and must employ simple
algorithms due to the still limited computational capabilities of
biological circuits. In this work, we propose a hybrid bio-electronic
framework which utilizes biological components for sensing but
offloads processing and computation to traditional electronic sys-
tems and communication infrastructure. This is achieved by using
tools from the burgeoning field of optogenetics to trigger biosens-
ing through an optoelectronic interface, alleviating the need for
computation and communication in the biological domain.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Conventional electromagnetic- (EM) based communication sys-
tems embed information in the properties of EM waves. In contrast,
molecular communication (MC) networks use molecules to en-
code, transmit, and receive information. At the highest level of
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abstraction, MC networks propagate information from a source to
a destination using MC links composed of a transmitter, channel,
and receiver [1, 2]. MC networks are suitable for communication at
small scale and in environments where EM-based communication is
inefficient or impossible. Microorganisms are attractive components
in MC networks as they naturally use molecules and combinations
of molecules (such as peptides and proteins) to communicate; they
are molecular transceivers [3].

Microbes have evolved to rapidly sense their environmental
conditions, and therefore they contain a vast array of biosensing
proteins. These biosensors are often very specific, as most biosen-
sors involve binding of the target molecule to an active site with a
complementary shape that has been carefully tuned through nat-
ural selection. Typically, natural biosensors contain both sensing
and reporter domains, with the reporting domain generating an
intracellular signal that drives the cellular response. The natural
repertoire of microbial biosensors has been further expanded by
successes in protein engineering and synthetic biology [4]. Vari-
ous underlying natural biomolecular scaffolds, including RNA and
protein, have been engineered to detect a broad array of inputs
including small molecules and proteins with increased specificity,
sensitivity, and dynamic range [5].

Due to the innate capabilities of cells to sense important bio-
logical compounds, particularly compounds relevant for disease
diagnosis and environmental monitoring, they are attractive as
sensing components for interfacing molecular communication net-
works with the natural world. However, attempting to engineer all
aspects of an MC network with cells or cellular components comes
with particular challenges. While cells and organisms are amaz-
ing biological computers in their natural milieu, the capabilities of
engineered biological circuits (despite much progress in the field
of synthetic biology) are still more limited [4]. To circumvent this
challenge, in this work we propose Bio-electronic network, a new
framework that leverages the innate sensing capabilities of biological
compounds with the power of electrical and electronic systems.

The bio-electronic framework takes advantage of the strength of
biological sensors while offloading the processing and computation
to electronic systems and EM networks. Specifically, we propose a
bio-electronic network with biosensors controlled by an external
light stimulus. We utilize tools from the burgeoning field of opto-
genetics to engineer light-control of the desired sensor. The light
stimulus acts as an external controller that turns the biosensor on
or off. The ability to light-gate sensing reduces the burden on the
bio-transmitter to implement complex communication algorithms.

While optogenetics has been a steadily developing field in the last
several decades [6], to the best of our knowledge, no optogenetic
methodologies have been used to resolve outstanding problems in
developing MC networks. In this work, we present an introduction
to the power of this technology and its potential for alleviating
some of the bottlenecks in MC networks.
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Figure 1: Molecular Communications : An overview
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

we provide an overview of the systemic and algorithmic challenges
in building a molecular communication network. We introduce
Bio-electronic network in Section 3, followed by an overview of op-
togenetics, and a proposed experimental setup of our bio-electronic
network. We also discuss how our framework can simplify some of
the open challenges in MC networks. In Section 4, we identify the
opportunities for future research in this new framework that can
further improve and make it practical for real-time biosensing, and
conclude the paper in Section 5.

2 BACKGROUND ON CHALLENGES IN
MOLECULAR COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Communication between sensors, and to the external world is es-
sential to build an autonomous network; it enables the sensors to
convey information in real-time. Existing research on MC system
identifies three building blocks, in line with digital communication
systems viz., a transmitter, a receiver, and a channel. The trans-
mitter consists of a Sensor, Processing unit with or without Storage,
Modulator, followed by the Channel that allows information to be
carried through it to a Receiver that consists of a Demodulator, De-
coder, Processor. Figure 1 summarizes the broad categories of MC
research [1, 2]. In this section we provide an overview of progress
in each of the modules, both in system design and communication
algorithms, and identify the open research problems.

2.1 Building blocks of MC system
Bio-Sensor. Biological sensors can reach and in turn provide ac-
cess to domains that are otherwise a mystery to the conventional
electromagnetic world. Efforts in synthetic biology and protein en-
gineering [7, 8] have developed sensors to detect toxic chemicals [9],
water quality [10, 11], pathogen contamination [12], human hor-
mones [7, 13] and cancerous cell growth [14] among many others.

In an MC network, the transmitter, which is typically co-located
with the sensor, is event-triggered i.e., it initiates communication
when the sensed signal is above a threshold. Therefore, the sensor
remains “on” all the time. An always-on biological sensor must
incorporate mechanisms to maintain the properties of the sensor.
For whole-cell sensors, this includes the need for mechanisms to
maintain cell viability while controlling population size, which
in turn require the hardware such as the microfluidic chip to be
capable of adapting to these dynamic changes [15].

Processing unit. A sensor is followed by a processing unit, with
optional storage units, that maps sensed signal to information units,

and a modulator to embed information to chemical signal. Biologi-
cal circuits to emulate the function of NAND and NOR gates (the
building blocks of a digital processor) have been developed in-lab
and are promising to build a bio-processing unit [16, 17]. Not only
do the gates with increasing inputs display low fidelity, intercon-
necting gates with fewer inputs in series or in parallel remains an
open research problem due to the high latency and stochasticity
of biological circuits [18–20] (though see [21] for a summary of
recent progress). Preliminary studies on integrating multiple gates
have been shown to be unstable in the presence of multiple layers
and changing environments [22–24]. Similarly, access to storage or
memory remains an open problem. DNA as a biological memory
or storage unit has been studied and implemented in laboratories;
but read and write operations on the storage unit using another
bio-circuit remains an unsolved and a challenging problem. De-
spite the feasibility of constructing biological gates and memory,
realizing complex biological circuits in practice requires significant
advancements in synthetic biology.

Channel. A variety of channel models have been proposed and
validated for MC channels [1]. MC channels can be broadly clas-
sified into diffusion-based, flow-based, and active transport based
paths. A number of works focusing on the modeling of the above
identified type of channels have been developed and validated ex-
perimentally. Research on microfludic chips/arrays to house and
carry information molecules have resulted in a range of channel
geometries and architecture [25, 26]. In case of a living biosensor,
the channel must also allow nutrients to pass through, but not
the transceivers themselves. In a flow-based propagation, channel
geometry and length also determine the maximum propagation
speed, in turn limiting the distance [15].

Despite promising advancements in the individual modules to
envision a biological communication system, interconnecting the
individual blocks remains an open problem. Therefore, commu-
nication algorithms for molecular systems must be designed to
overcome the challenges of the underlying system.

2.2 Algorithms for MC networks
While MC has similarities to other communication systems in the
architecture and communication paradigms, it differs significantly
in channel conditions, channel geometry, complexity, stability, avail-
ability, and feasibility of system hardware. Most importantly, MC
utilizes chemical molecules as carrier signals to communicate. These
differences have driven the need for novel algorithms and proto-
cols for molecular communication. Here, we summarize the open
problems in molecular communication and briefly discuss the ap-
proaches that have been proposed to address the above problems
as well as the challenges in implementing them in practice.

Information theoretic analysis. Early research on MC focused on the
theoretical analysis of the new communication paradigm [27, 28].
Following the path of EM communication, researchers derived max-
imum achievable rates/capacity for various channel models [29, 30].
Based on experimental results, channel models were developed [31]
to represent and simulate a MC channel for varying transmitter, re-
ceiver, and channel conditions. Despite the varieties of works on the
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theoretical analysis, development of a unified channel model that
is consistent and reproducible remains an open area of research.

Physical Layer. A practical deployment of a communication link re-
quires transmission of data from one end to the other. Studies of data
particles [32], modulation schemes to encode information [33, 34],
encoders and decoders [35, 36], and models for simulating the be-
havior of biological transceivers [37, 38] broadly fall in the category
of physical layer approaches to MC. Majority of the transceiver
models and the algorithms are specific to an experimental setup
and are difficult to generalize and recreate.

Link Layer. When more than one transmitter communicates to
the receiver and/or multiple senders communicate to multiple re-
ceivers, the need for addressing and medium access control (MAC)
arises. [39] provides an overview of addressing andMAC algorithms
designed for MC networks. MAC protocols that utilize the type
of signal [40], spatial diversity [41], or characteristics of the sig-
nal [39] have been proposed and studied. Systems requirements to
implement these solutions is a bottleneck for practical deployment.
Scalability and the associated challenges remain unexplored.

Network Layer. An increase in the distance between the sender and
the receiver in traditional communication systems result in multi-
ple hops between transceivers, in need of routing algorithms [42].
Engineering existing routing algorithms on biological circuits will
be challenging due to the complexity of the algorithms and need
for feedback, among other issues [43]. Reliability mechanisms in
traditional systems to ensure accurate delivery of information are
also challenging to adapt to MC systems as the reliability of the
engineered bio-circuits decreases with increasing complexity [44].
Error correction codes [45] that are simple and practical have been
proposed for MC. Although these reliability mechanisms provide
codes targeting MC channel noise, errors introduced by the under-
lying system and its dynamic changes make them impractical.

It can be noted that a majority of the innovations in communica-
tion algorithms requires and relies on the ability of biological cir-
cuits to perform computation as well as exchange information using
chemical molecules. Despite the advancements in bio-engineering
and synthetic biology, biological circuitry to consistently perform
designed tasks remains the bottleneck. The modular approach of tra-
ditional communication systems is therefore non-ideal for molecular
systems and MC algorithms. An integrated approach that incorporates
the constraints and optimizes the systemic and algorithmic design
would be beneficial for practical biological communication.

3 BIO-ELECTRONIC NETWORKS
To overcome these drawbacks, we propose Bio-Electronic network,
a framework that integrates the strength of biosensors with the
power of electronics and optogenetics. A bio-electronic network
consists of a biosensor, biological transmitter, an electronic receiver,
and an opto-electronic stimulus/trigger as illustrated in Figure 2.

Biosensors are the driving force to the inception of biological
communication networks. Sensors give networks access to new
domains, and communication allows this information to be relayed.
Bio-electronic network retains the benefits of a biosensor, with-
out overwhelming the biological circuitry with computation and
communication needs. The majority of the challenges identified in
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Figure 2: Illustration of optogenetic MC scheme
Section 2 arise from the need for synthetically engineered biological
computation circuits. A bio-electronic network eliminates this need
by using an external trigger that drives the biosensor.

We propose an optical stimulus to a light sensitive biosensor. In
its default operation, the sensor remains in sleep or idle mode, and
is woken up by an external light trigger which guides the sensor
to sense. On trigger, the sensed information is encoded, modu-
lated, and transmitted, which is then received by an electronic
receiver. A bio-electronic network therefore offloads computational
and communication complexity to electronic circuitry while biolog-
ical circuitry is dedicated for sensing. We believe that bio-electronic
networks not only make biosensors accessible and practical, but
are also a step towards fully autonomous biological networks. In
the rest of the section, we provide an overview of optogenetics that
enables us to envision a practical bio-electronic network. We also
discuss our in-house experimental setup as a proof-of-concept for
optical trigger, biosensing, transmission, and reception.

3.1 Introduction to Optogenetics
The ability to turn a biosensor on or off at specific times or in spe-
cific populations of cells would alleviate some of the challenges of
a purely biological MC network. Stimuli such as pH, temperature,
and chemical inducers are frequently used to control biological
processes and could be used to turn a biosensor on or off. Such
control could happen either directly, through activation or inhibi-
tion of the sensor, or indirectly through control of gene expression
or protein circuits capable of regulating the sensor. Chemically
induced systems, in particular, are routinely used in basic research
and synthetic biology to control microbial cells [8]. As discussed in
Section 2, chemical stimuli suffer several disadvantages. Chemical
inducers are difficult to add and remove from cultures of cells, and
the precision of spatial control is limited by fluid handling, com-
pound lifetime, and diffusion. Additionally, pH, temperature, and
certain chemical inducers often have pleiotropic effects on cells
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beyond regulating the desired process. This is particularly severe
in microbes, which, as single-celled organisms have evolved to be
exquisitely sensitive to changes in the environment.

Light provides an attractive alternative to most commonly em-
ployed stimuli. Light can be precisely controlled in space and time,
with tunable wavelength and intensity. Compared to chemical in-
ducers, light is inexpensive and can be controlled with readily
available electronic and optical components [46–48]. The control of
cellular processes with genetically encoded light-sensitive proteins
is called ‘optogenetics’ [6, 49]. Light-sensitive proteins have evolved
naturally in many organisms, such as plants and light-dependent
microbes, to sense and respond to light [50]. These naturally occur-
ring proteins have different sensitivities to both the wavelength and
intensity of light, with many proteins sensitive to blue (∼ 450nm),
red (∼ 650nm) and far-red (∼ 750nm) wavelengths [51]. Optoge-
netics takes advantage of these naturally occurring light-sensitive
proteins to actuate processes inside of a cell.

Optogenetic tools were first developed for control of ion-flux
in neuroscience [6]. Light-sensitive transmembrane ion-channel
proteins called opsins, primarily from microbes, are used in neuro-
science to control neural activity by changing the action potential
across the cell membrane. The development of hardware and algo-
rithms for optogenetically controlling neuronal activity has been
extensively discussed elsewhere [52], and is not the focus of this
work. Non-neural optogenetics, which is generally not focused on
controlling ion flux, primarily uses nonopsin photoactivatable pro-
teins or gene switches to develop light-sensitive tools to control
cellular processes such as gene expression and signaling [51]. Op-
togenetic tools have been shown to be effective in controlling a
variety of cellular processes, from gene regulation to protein lo-
calization, in microbes such as Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces
cerevisiae [53].

3.2 Adapting Optogenetics to Bio-electronic
networks

We propose to utilize optogenetic tools to turn specific biosensors
on (or off). This requires the light stimulus to change the activity of
a sensor protein either by directly modifying it or by changing its
expression or localization within the cell. There are several routes
to implementing optogenetic control of a biosensor. Optogenetic
tools [49, 53] that have been developed to drive gene expression
could be used to change the expression level of a biosensor protein.
Tools that control molecular targeting signals within a cell can
be used to change the localization of a biosensor protein. Since
a biosensor’s location in the cell (e.g. at the plasma membrane)
often determines its activity, this light-based targeting also serves
to control activity. Light-induced clustering of biosensors could
also be used to control their activity. More advanced protein en-
gineering can be used to control the activity of a biosensor itself
by incorporating a light sensitive protein into the structure of the
biosensor protein. Finally, optogenetic approaches for targeting
specific proteins for degradation could be used to reduce the level
of a biosensor, only allowing sensing under illumination conditions
that allow biosensor expression levels to recover.

The range of optogenetic tools available for manipulating protein
concentration and protein activity in microbes [54, 55] make it feasi-
ble to practically employ this technology in molecular communica-
tion networks to control the activity of biosensors and the sensing
state of the system. This opens up exciting possibilities for using an
optoelectronic interface to control sensing status, thus moving most
computation and processing into conventional electronic systems
and requiring only sensing from the biological components.

3.3 Experimental setup and methods
Integrating optogenetics into MC networks requires that an optical
trigger be able to access cells to modify their sensing properties.
These cells must then be able to sense a signal and transmit it to
a receiver. The receiver must further be capable of coordinating
the optical trigger to determine the sensing properties desired at a
given moment based on the underlying communication algorithm.

The explosion of optogenetic technologies in the last several
decades, both biological technologies for generating light-dependent
cellular behavior [54–56] and instrumentation technologies for
stimulating cells with light [46–48], have made an optogenetically-
controlled sensor scheme decidedly possible. However, to date none
of these methodologies have been put into practice to address the
outstanding problems in developing MC networks.

We present here a scheme for light-based gating of sensing ca-
pabilities that requires feasible modifications to an existing scheme
for computer-controlled light-triggering of yeast cells in culture [57,
58]. The updated scheme is outlined in Figure 2. Yeast, specifically
Saccharomyces cerevisiae are an excellent sensing organism as they
have been engineered to sense a wide variety of compounds, are
a standard chassis organism in synthetic biology amenable to fur-
ther engineering, are generally non-pathogenic, and can survive
a variety of environments, including in vivo niches in the human
body and harsh environmental conditions [7].

Sensor: One of the most prolific classes of yeast biosensors are
based on heterologous expression of human steroid receptors. The
human estrogen receptor (hER) has been known to function in
yeast since 1988 [59] and further efforts have developed additional
human receptors into yeast biosensors of human hormones and
hormone disruptors [7, 60, 61]. These sensors have been applied to
test compounds or environmental samples for endocrine disruptive
compounds (EDCs) that pose a significant risk to human health [62].

Optical Stimulus: Yeast cells as estrogen sensors is controlled
by exposure to blue light. This would be achieved by putting pro-
tein expression of a yeast biosensor for estrogen, for example the
GEV sensor [13], under the control of the ZCRY2/CIB1AD opto-
genetic system. In this optogenetic system, dimerization of a split
transcription factor (ZCRY2/CIB1AD) is controlled by blue light
(through CRY2/CIB1 binding) and genes put under the control of
a responsive promoter (e.g. pZF-GEV) are expressed in response
to blue light [56, 63]. In this way, yeast would only be capable of
sensing estrogen after exposure to blue light.

Receiver/Readout Mechanism: When GEV is expressed, it
is sequestered in the cytoplasm of the yeast cell by a chaperone
complex (Hsp90). Estrogen is sensed by displacing Hsp90, allowing
GEV to localize to the nucleus of the yeast cells, where it binds
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a GEV-responsive promoter to drive expression of a fluorescent
protein. Thus, estrogen levels are converted to a fluorescent signal.

In keeping with a previously published scheme [57, 58], yeast car-
rying the GEV biosensor under the control of the ZCRY2/CIB1AD
optogenetic system would be cultured in a bioreactor that is il-
luminated by a blue (450nm) LED. Estrogen or EDCs present in
the media would be sensed by the yeast cells in culture when the
GEV biosensor is present. The corresponding fluorescence signal
could be read out by several methods, including by automatically
sampling yeast into a microfluidic device and using fluorescence
microscopy, as was previously reported [57].

Our experimental setup with a biosensor that is triggered using
blue light and read-out using fluorescence is a promising step to-
wards the feasibility of a bio-electronic network. It is not only a new
framework for biosensing and data collection, it is a stepping stone
towards an fully autonomous biological network. This framework
simplifies many of the open communication problems in MC by
simplifying the hardware requirements on the biological domain.
In the rest of the section, we describe in detail two of the challenges
in MC identified in Section 2 and discuss how they are simplified
in a bio-electronic network.

3.4 Simplifying MC using Optogenetics
Addressing and Medium Access Control. A bio-electronic network
simplifies addressing and MAC by outsourcing it to the external
trigger. The optical trigger specifically turns on and off the biosen-
sor and hence does not require additional addressing. Consider
a group of biosensors deployed spatially. The optical trigger will
focus on one sensor at a time and hence the sensor does not have to
convey address with the information. The external trigger can thus
implement other MAC protocols without requiring any coordina-
tion between the senders. The external control therefore simplifies
the system design as well as the communication algorithm design.

Routing and Reliability. In a bio-electronic network, routing is per-
formed on the receiver end to steer the trigger to the corresponding
sensor. The sensor is thus unaware of the network and eliminates
overheads to determine the best route. Reliability mechanisms, sim-
ilarly, can be offloaded to the electronic domain, greatly simplifying
the bioengineering requirements. The receiver, aware of the sensor
that is triggered is responsible for resolving data from the sen-
sor. Feedback requirements of traditional reliability protocols are
replaced by follow up stimulus from the external controller.

Distributed Sensing. The power of light controlled sensing comes in
allowing parallel sensing without additional overheads. Consider
the case of wanting to sense multiple EDCs. Yeast biosensors for
a variety of human EDCs have been developed [64, 65]. A mixed
culture of yeast cells, each containing a specific biosensor could be
grown in the bioreactor. By serially deciding which sensor should
be on (using different colored LEDs as stimuli ), the output for
each sensor (e.g. fluorescence) could be the same. Light can also be
exquisitely controlled in space. If individual sensors are spatially
separated, this would allow all of the yeast colonies to report their
information using the same signal and channel, as the receiver could
deconvolve this by knowing which biosensors had been turned on.

4 OPPORTUNITIES IN BIO-ELECTRONIC
NETWORK

As we have discussed so far, a bio-electronic network offloads com-
putation and communication to the receiver/controller and the
biosensor is only responsible for sensing and encoding information.
This framework opens up a number of new research opportunities
including developing communication techniques to enhance the
throughput and delay performance, diversifying the sensors and
environments, improving the scale of the network, and simplifying
hardware for practical deployments. We discuss some of the oppor-
tunities in system design and algorithmic design in detail in this
section.

4.1 Communication Algorithms for
Bio-Electronic Networks

Modulation. Modulation techniques developed for MC can be ap-
plied here to encode information in response to a light trigger. The
proposed framework offers a larger set of parameters to modulate
the data such as properties of the colony, characteristics of the
output signal, and optical properties of the colony, among others.

Scalability. The proposed framework allows us to collect data from
a large number of sensors without any coordination on the trans-
mitter end. Thus, the receiver must be capable of coordinating the
trigger and resolving the responses. Research in the areas of queu-
ing theory, cooperative communication, and parallel processing can
be adapted to maximize the scale and hence the throughput. Opti-
mizing the number of sensors that can be triggered and processed
in parallel in turn will increase the throughput of the network.

Cross-talk and interference. While techniques from synthetic biol-
ogy and optogenetics can allow biosensor activity to be controlled
by a specific wavelength of light, difficulties start to arise when we
want to control multiple sensors with different wavelengths. There
is crosstalk between the light-responsive proteins used to construct
optogenetic systems, in that they may respond to a range of light
wavelengths [51]. This could result in crosstalk or interference. Er-
ror correction mechanisms on the receiver side to overcome these
effects can significantly improve the reliability of a bio-electronic
network. Communication techniques to leverage spatial diversity
and co-operative sensing that are aware of interference can be
developed to overcome this challenge.

Optical Network Architecture. We envision a bio-electronic network
to consist of an array of optical triggers interacting with a large set
of biosensors. Network architecture design to optimize the number
of optical trigger systems for a given array of sensors and vice versa
will be needed for practical deployments. Compressed sensing, and
graph coloring techniques adapted to incorporate the latency due
to switching and response time can pave the way for a large-scale,
practical bio-electronic network.

4.2 Future research in Optogenetics and
Biological Implementation

Management of live cell biosensors. The external stimulus in a bio-
electronic network lets the sensor remain in idle mode except while
sensing. In order to allow sensors to rapidly wake up in response
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to a trigger, dormant and senescent cells must be avoided. Recent
developments in synthetic biology technologies that provide this
capability can reduce the latency of the sensing system [66, 67].
Microfluidic chip design to handle cell cultures and ensure constant
colony size will improve the usability of this framework. Future
research on optogenetic or chemical protocols to set sensors back
to sleep will also improve the sensing system.

Spectrum expansion. Optogenetic tools are built around naturally
light-sensitive proteins. There are a limited number of wavelengths
towhich these proteins respond, due to chromophore properties [51],
which reduces the number of distinct wavelengths that can be com-
bined independently. Recent successes in hybrid optogenetic cir-
cuitry that responds to the rate and intensity of light, in addition to
the wavelength [68] open up the possibility of controlling multiple
sensors with the same color of light. Further development of these
approaches will allow a limited number of light wavelengths to
control a much larger number of sensors

Biological sensor stability. Bio-electronic networks simplify MC by
reducing the engineering burden on the sensor. There is still room
for improvement in the stability of the biosensor. Expressing heterol-
ogous protein biosensors can be expensive for cells, incentivizing
them to lose the sensor through mutation, resulting in inaccuracies.
Research into approaches that more carefully account for resource
allocation to reduce the deleterious effect of heterologous protein
expression [69] and engineering stem-cell like regenerative prop-
erties into microbial communities are some of the possible future
research directions to ensure sensor stability [66, 67].

Expanding biological readouts. Fluorescence is a well received read-
out owing to its ease-of-use in laboratories. The latest low cost
measurement technologies show promise for practical use [70].
Expanding the repertoire of readouts beyond fluorescence would
allow the output of biosensors to be measured with more rapid,
inexpensive, andminiaturizable technology. Potential advantageous
readouts include colony growth, luminescence, and production of
hydrogen ions that can be measured using a pH electrode [71].

Harnessing microbial diversity. Currently, a limited number of chas-
sis organisms that can be easily engineered are used for sensing.
However, non-domesticated microbes provide advantages over the
commonly used organisms; they contain unique natural sensors
and are adapted for a range of environments and environmental
stressors [72]. Approaches that are expanding the synthetic biology
toolkit into non-model organisms [73] will allow these cells to be
plugged in as sensors, potentially expanding the environmental
niches into which bio-electronic networks can be deployed.

5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed bio-electronic network, a new frame-
work to realize biological communication networks. Our framework
consists of an external controller/trigger, a biosensor, and an elec-
tronic receiver. Specifically, we propose an optical controller that
uses light stimulus to turn on (or off) a light sensitive protein which
in turn initiates sensing. Such a network offloads computation and
communication complexity to the receiver, which has access to

electrical and electronic circuitry to process. This framework lever-
ages advancements in optogenetics that have proven light-stimulus
based biosensors to be a viable and efficient option. We identified
the challenges in using chemical stimulus for sensing, computation,
and communication. We also present a proof-of-concept experimen-
tal setup for optical stimulus and a light-sensitive biosensor that can
be generalized to other sensors and wavelengths. We also identify
potential research opportunities to make a bio-electronic network
easy-to-use and practical. We strongly believe that a bio-electronic
network is a step towards a fully autonomous biological network.
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